Ask
The
Expert:
Why
is
Spicejet in a Hand-to-Mouth
Situation?
India’s budget carrier airline, SpiceJet, presently operates
nearly 630 daily flights to various domestic and international
destinations. It has an impressive fleet size of 118
aeroplanes, comprising 82 Boeing 737, 32 Bombardier Q-400s and
four B737 freighters.
SpiceJet has recently signed a codeshare agreement with the
Gulf carrier, Emirates. Code-sharing enables an airline to
book its passengers on its ally carrier and present seamless
travel to destinations where it does not operate.
Also Read: Jet Airways pilots look to join SpiceJet, IndiGo
pilots see injustice
This is the first-ever codeshare agreement signed by SpiceJet.
The codeshare will permit opening of new routes and
destinations for the passengers of both the air carriers. An
initial agreement between the two airlines was signed in April
2019. Thus, travellers from all over the world can book a
single ticket with lucrative rates to any of Emirates’ nine
points across India and connect onwards to 172 domestic routes
on which SpiceJet operates.

However, the overall financial health of SpiceJet does not
present a rosy picture. The company is facing a liquidity

crunch. It has very low amounts of cash shown on its books.
Media reports have said that the SpiceJet is bolstering its
balance sheet with a fundraise through a qualified
institutional placement (QIP), it is in talks with potential
investors. SpiceJet has denied such reports. The so-called
potential investors are missing too.
The fact of the matter is:
-As on 30 September, SpiceJet had cash and cash equivalents
worth ₹93 crore.
-It had a net worth of about ₹850 crores (negative).
On the other hand, Spicejet’s competitor, IndiGo run by
InterGlobe Aviation Ltd had cash and cash equivalents worth
about ₹18,736 crores and a net worth of about ₹6,200
crores. SpiceJet’s free cash flow was ₹115 crore compared to
IndiGo’s ₹3,111 crores for the first half of FY20.
IndiGo is India’s largest airline by market share. SpiceJet is
India’s second-largest airline by market share after IndiGo.
Also Read: SpiceJet considers taking over Jet Airways’
aircraft, staff
In six months ending 30 September, SpiceJet lost ₹200 crores.
It did not expect such a loss. It had assumed that the
operating environment will not remain bad. When Jet Airways
shut operations in April 2019, other airlines like Spicejet
assumed that they will benefit greatly. However, that did not
pan out as per their expectations, yields did not show any
marked improvements. SpiceJet expanded rapidly in recent
times, taking advantage of Jet’s closure to take up over 30 of
Jet’s former 737 NG planes, flying more passengers and raising
fares. SpiceJet has also received some of Jet’s domestic and
international airport slots.
In SpiceJet’s case, the grounding of Boeing 737 MAX planes did
hurt to some extent. SpiceJet seems to have placed very high
hopes on the so-called virtues of the MAX, like 12-15% lower
fuel consumption and 10% lower maintenance costs. It made the
cardinal sin of assuming this as the key to profitability.

Most aviation analysts view this as an almost a hand-to-mouth
situation for SpiceJet. Things may worsen further if Spicejet
does not apply a course correction. A saving grace is a fact
that the fuel prices haven’t increased too much.
When a company is viewed as financially strong, it is in a
better position to get better deals from suppliers, vendors
and aircraft makers. Even for a fundraising exercise, the
investors investigate its finances and then invest.

SpiceJet and other airlines like SpiceJet are not presently
able to pass through such rough weather. They invariably have
low cash on their books because they allow their businesses to
heavily depend on variables beyond their legitimate control
like fuel prices and competitive pressures. They are neither
aware of the true value of their net worth nor they are able
to make the optimum utilisation of their resources – which is
quite strange. Most of the time, they find themselves very
difficult to sustain.
Also Read: Indigo worst performing airlines for consumers; Air
India’s luggage policy best: Parliamentary panel
IndiGo has much higher cash holdings, it can sustain longer,
it need not resort to lame excuses when things (fuel prices,
currency fluctuation, or competition) become severe for the
aviation sector. IndiGo’s secret is open. Its business model
is different from others. Apart from generating revenue from
aircraft operations, it also has additional sources of
revenue. Sale-purchase and leaseback of aircraft form a major
source of revenue for IndiGo. A robust cash holding position

enabled IndiGo to order over 100 aeroplanes in 2006-07.

Bihar
Govt
Didn’t
Open
Counselling Centres for 0.5
Million who Applied for 166
Gr D Vacancies
The various opposition parties, including Congress, have been
targeting the BJP-JD(U)-led state government in Bihar when
nearly 0.5 million applicants, which iclude graduates, postgraduates, B Tech, M Phil, MBA and MCA degree possessors,
applied for 166 Gr D vacancies in the Bihar Vidhan Sabha where
only a 10th pass qualification is needed. Around 1,500 to
1,600 candidates are appearing in the interview on a daily
basis since September 2019 and the process shall continue till
January 2020.
The controversy – people who are overqualified applying for
Group-D posts in the state – gets bigger. Such people are
willing to serve as peons, gardeners, gaurds and cleaners in
Bihar Vidhan Sabha.

‘Failed can Pass’ says a hoarding at Hazratganj in Lucknow

The Bihar minister of rural development and parliamentary
affairs, Shrawan Kumar of Janata Dal (United) dismissed it. He
said, “What can a government do if people apply for jobs?
People apply for jobs on their own accord. It’s not like the
government tells them to apply for a particular job. The only
thing the government can do is to ensure the meritorious
applicants are selected,” Kumar told media persons.
Also Read: Emotional Intelligence for Working Professionals:
Why is it Important
Kumar, however, recognised that development is a matter of
serious concern. He swiftly blamed the “increasing
competition” around the world for the same. “While it is
worrisome, the entire world is going through a phase of tough
competition,” he said.

What to do when 0.5 million people have applied
for 166 Gr D vacancies:
The Bihar government did not show any pro-active intent to
address the issue of unemployment. Its security department,
namely, the police force is faced with severe manpower crunch.
Bihar is among the most populous regions in the world, it
requires enough number of police personnel to secure its
various establishments, highways, and railways apart from VIP
security. It is an irony that while the departments cry for
more manpower, thousands of the state’s citizens have to
continuously search for jobs.
When it saw 0.5 million people have applied for 166 Gr D
vacancies, the Bihar government did not open any counselling
centre to speak to its citizens. Such an initiative would have
required nearly 15 counsellers working in a 24-hr shift to
counsel about 2000 people a day. The government could have
empanelled such candidates and prepared a database for any
future job consideration. Unfortunately, the government didn’t
make any use of this opportunity.

What should a government do
Many candidates who applied for these posts have said that
unemployment was the major reason for filing these
applications. They feel that a higher education degree doesn’t
guarantee a basic salary of Rs 10,000 in the private sector.
As such, the youth prefer government jobs over private jobs.
The government could have tried to see the reasons and
solutions. By counselling the candidates and considering their
strengths, weaknesses, aspirations and family backgrounds the
government could have averted such a situation. It could have
advised the candidates other means of livelihood.
Opposition leaders from the Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) and the
Congress have blamed the BJP-JDU government for the current
scenario of rising unemployment in the state.
They have said, “There is a job crisis and a state of
unemployment in Bihar. Hence 0.5 million young men and women
from neighbouring states have also applied for 166 Gr D
vacancies. This includes people holding MBA, BCA degrees and
higher qualifications who are applying for Group D jobs.
Also Read: CBSE Fails Even Before Exams, Does not Trust its
own Examinee
The situation is mainly due to the education policy the
country has been following. In its New Education Policy, the
government has clearly mentioned that until now the country
was in a grip of a flawed education system. It has produced
products which are mostly unemployable in the industry. The
country has seen ages of indoctrination by the Indian middleclass fathers and mothers, who influence their kids that their

prosperity, self-merit, and marriage prospects are directly
linked to the college they have attended and the job they do.
This situation shows that unemployment in the state is at an
alarming level. Youths with higher qualifications are ready to
work as peons. Nothing can be more unfortunate than this.
People from other states like Madhya Pradesh and Jharkhand are
also coming here for jobs, which means that even these states
are reeling under unemployment.

Maharashtra Verdict Sees Only
One Loser – Shiv Sena
Four weeks passed after the 2019 Maharashtra Assembly election
results were announced on October 24.
Maharashtra finally got a government in the fifth.

November 23, 2019. Saturday. It turned out to be a strange
morning. The newpapers carried news that a Shiv Sainik shall
be the Maharashtra Chief Minister tommorow. But, the TV
channels were showing precisely the opposite! Devendra
Fednavis assumed the office of the Chief Minister while the
Shiv Sena and its associates were left in the lurch.
Shiv Sena had parted its ways with BJP with whom it contested
the elections. Shiv Sena became ready to leave Hindutva
ideology. It was also ready to leave the issue of giving
Bharat Ratna to Vir Savarkar. BJP’s Chandrakant Patil summed
up saying that the Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut irrevocably
ruined his party. It tried to explore ways to form a
government. It, however, miserably failed to get the support
of the required number of MLAs in the time given by state
Governor. Today, it cuts a sorry figure.

Also Read: BJP, Shiv Sena to contest Lok Sabha polls together

This situation, however, was preceded by a series of
deliberations, meetings and negotiations in Delhi and Mumbai
between the three chief players – the Shiv Sena, Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) and Congress – in a protracted drama. It
apparently suggested that there is an understanding between
them that Shiv Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray would be the next
Chief Minister of Maharashtra
As it turned out, the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) led
by the invincible Modi-Shah duo had the last laugh. Naturally,
the seasoned political party, the BJP could not have remained

a silent spectator. Thackeray did confirm this, and had
earlier said “All will be clear on Saturday.”
The Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari had to cancel his scheduled
visit to New Delhi on Saturday. It became later clear that he
was actually waiting for the inevitable event.
To be sure, one could easily say that the Shiv Sena, NCP, and
Congress would have been a coalition of the improbables. It
can be best described as one of the most unusual in recent
Indian political history. It became quite obvious that they
could manage to stitch this partnership together solely on the
age-old philosophy of “Your enemy’s enemy is my friend”.

Also Read: Uneasy BJP-Shiv Sena Truce in Maharashtra

All three pursue a common goal – to keep the BJP out of power.
It forms the basis of their politics. However, this
combination could not show the political stamina nor the will
for ideological adaptation to last a 24-hour period. A full
five-year term seems to be a ridiculous possibility.
The Congress and the Sena have been bitter political
adversaries in the state for decades. The Shiv Sena has
invariably used to criticise the Congress over the party’s
Muslim appeasement policies, its alleged involvement in
corruption scandals and even Mrs Gandhi’s foreign origin.
Shiv Sena’s hardline Hindutva ideology was the factor which
delayed a decision by the Congress’ Sonia Gandhi in early
November to agree to a coalition. Otherwise, Shiv Sena could
have formed the government at the first instance. Shiv Sena
again faced a humiliating situation on November 10, 2019 when
Aaditya Thackeray went to the Governor to stake claim. Shiv
Sena had to return empty-handed. In the run-up to the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections, the Sena, much like the BJP (its then
alliance partner), had taken on the then Congress president
Rahul Gandhi.

Today, that is history. This seeming ‘insult’
nonetheless have become a bone of contention.

could

The other twist in the tale is the NCP itself. Five years ago,
in October 2014, soon after the Maharashtra elections, the NCP
unilaterally decided support the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).
Its leader Sharad Pawar can spring a surprise any time. After
all, the BJP has 105 seats and the NCP 54. They can,
theoretically, come close together to reach the majority mark
along with a few independants. It was this possibility that
was creating a trust deficit between the three parties. Sena’s
worst fears came true on the morning of 23 November 2019.

Also Read: Maharashtra Elections, 2019: Congress, NCP Staring
at a Galling Scenario

The BJP-NCP coalition, though, may be ready to form a
government, but the alliance partners may not have a long-term
common ground to stand on. It is for this reason that the
first few months of the new government will be key to gauge
what the next five years are going to look like in
Maharashtra.

Ancillary
Airlines

Services

Rescue

Airlines in India are succeeding to some extent in milking a
few millions of additional rupees from their customers for
“extra” services that are now used to be included in their
fare prices.

The Role of Ancillary Services

Airlines all over the world are on their way to rake in nearly
$110 billion in revenue this year from the sale of so-called
“ancillary services”. These services have nothing to do with
the operations of the aircraft: fuel consumption, maintenance,
landing, parking or navigation charges. They are simply the
extras best described as marketing gimmicks. These extras
range from a choice of the seat to the volume of leg-space.
Depending upon the way an airline fancies its marketing
strategies, these may also include the ability to check one or
more bags, chose an aisle seat, select seats together and/or
in advance, to get reduced ticket change fees or additional
frequent flier mileage points, or to get favoured check-in and
security clearance procedures. Airlines clearly have today
established the practice of charging more for such
ancillaries.
Also Read: Silly Gimmicks Used by IndiGo for Marketing
The latest trend for the airlines has been:
to present a fully-stripped down, seat-only “Basic Economy”
fares as well as various higher-priced “branded fares” that
include various combinations of additional services.

But in the process, airlines have found in their customer
feedback notes that they have disappointed more than half of
their customers and left as many as 75% of them unhappy with
their airline adventures. Such services historically were
included in the price of the air-ticket. The airlines are yet
to learn how to use customer data effectively to present fare
options specifically tailored to the preferences of individual
consumers. The skills required for revenue optimization (how a
company dynamically adjusts the prices of its services to get,
ideally, the highest revenue from a customer who is ready to
pay for a service or product) have not yet been developed.
Also Read: AAI’s Unused Airfields Yet to be Put on Use
More and more evidence is coming up which shows that

a large

segment of travellers:
– leisure travellers,
– less frequent travellers,
– high mileage business travellers and/or
– very frequent fliers
are surely not very happy with the kind and constituents of
various fare price options that the airlines offer. There is
indeed a visible sense of hopelessness across the spectrum of
airline patrons.

Despite that impediment, despite the still-not-well-defined
way of unbundling and re-bundling service packages in their
unpredictably priced fares, airlines’ efforts at raising
ancillary revenues are setting new records with every passing
year.
Ancillary revenue now signifies 12.2% of global airline
revenue. That’s more than double considering the industry’s
forecasted 5% operating profit margin in 2019. In other words,
ancillary revenues have impacted greatly on airlines’
profitability.
The global industry’s $109.5 billion in ancillary revenue now
is more than half of the industry’s total amount spent on
fuel. In 2019, the fuel bill is expected to be around $206
billion. This trend reveals that the rapidly evolving
ancillary revenues have become a vital hedge against
escalating fuel prices.

The Role of ATF Prices
Airlines in India have long rued the high cost operating
environment and high fuel prices. On November 20, 2019, the
Parliament was informed through a written reply by the Civil
Aviation Minister Hardeep Singh Puri in the Rajya Sabha that
four domestic airlines including Jet Airways and JetLite, have
shut their operations over the last three years for want of
funds and unavailability of aircraft. The government has said
that it is conscious of the financial difficulties being faced
by the airlines and is responding to the industry situation.
The Minister listed out a slew of measures taken by the
government to enable growth in the aviation sector. He said
that the government was coordinating with all the stakeholders
to resolve their issues.
As a result:
– the central excise duty on aviation turbine fuel (ATF) has
been reduced,
– 100 per cent FDI has been allowed under the automatic route
to ensure modernisation of airports and establish high
standards,
– foreign airlines are allowed to invest up to 49 per cent in
Indian carriers under the automatic routes and liberalisation
of domestic code-share points in India within the framework of
the Air Service Agreement (ASA).
However, the Minister made it clear that the government has no
role in raising funds for private airline companies as it is
an internal matter of the airline and each airline has to
prepare its business plan on the basis of its own market
assessment and liabilities.

The Aviation Sector Elsewhere.
In Thailand, Thai AirAsia, Thai Smile Airways, Thai Airways
International, Nok Air, Bangkok Airways, Thai VietJet Air and
Thai Lion Air have submitted a request to the government to
cut the excise tax on jet fuel to avoid downsizing or shutting
down operations. They said they have been badly affected by
the weak economy, the local currency’s strength, and intense
competition. This has reduced tourist inflows.

The Excise Department has proposed the seven low-cost and
full-service carriers to increase the frequency of flights to
second-tier provinces to enhance tourism there in return for a
reduction in the excise tax on jet fuel. The Excise Department
will cut the excise tax provided the airlines offer proposals
that benefit the public, including more frequent flights to
second-tier provinces.
”The government support is surely required if airlines are
expected to take part in stimulating tourism in particular
provinces,” the airlines say. “Promoting travel in second-tier
provinces is crucial for Thailand’s tourism.”
The United Arab Emirates’s (UAE) is home to two of the biggest

global airlines, Emirates and Etihad. The share of the
aviation and tourism sector in UAE economy is set to double to
$128 billion; is likely to support 1.4 million jobs in the
next 20 years, from 800,000 jobs now as per International Air
Transport Association (IATA) observations.

Also Read: Atf Price Cut Is Steepest In Last Two Years
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Virgin Atlantic Could
Grow In India Due to
Airways Collapse

Not
Jet

New Delhi: The closure of Jet Airways (India) Limited changed
the India growth plans of Virgin Atlantic. The British
airline, which had a code share partnership with Jet Airways,
then started its own services between London and Mumbai, as
per the airline’s country manager (India) David Hodges.
“We had a code-share partnership with Jet Airways, and we
planned to grow that,” Hodges said adding, “Unfortunately, the
grounding of Jet Airways changed our growth plans.”
Also Read : Explainer: Jet Airways crisis
One airline books its passengers on its partner carriers and
provide seamless travel to destinations, where it has no
presence by virtue of Code-sharing.
Virgin Atlantic will now start its own daily flights between

London and Mumbai from 27 October to utilize the space vacated
by Jet Airways, which operated three daily flights on this
high demand sector. Jet Airways also flew a daily flight
between Mumbai and Manchester.
“There was a lot of capacity (between Mumbai and
London/Manchester). We were looking to increase our presence
in the partnership with Jet Airways and probably fly one
Virgin Airways flight between England and India (of the
flights flown by Jet Airways),” Hodges said. “We need to be
quick and nimble (after Jet’s grounding). So, we decided to
start our own services between London and Mumbai.”

Virgin Atlantic currently also has a daily flight between
London and New Delhi.
Jet Airways suspended operations in April because of a severe
cash crunch. A consortium of 26 banks led by the State Bank of
India (SBI) has approached the National Company Law Tribunal
(NMCLT) to recover dues worth more than ₹8,500 crore.
As things stand, Jet Airways has run a loss of more than
₹13,000 crore in the past few years. Its total liabilities
amount to more than ₹15,000 crore even as lenders have been
trying to sell the beleaguered airline as a going concern, but
without much success.
Hodges said Virgin Atlantic was looking at forging new
partnerships with Indian airlines, which could help the
airline get traffic from smaller Indian cities and town. The
airline, which already has an interline partnership with
Vistara, is looking to forge more such partnerships or code

share agreements with other Indian airlines.
“Now, the plan is how we grow in India. Having a code-share
with Vistara is definitely an option for us,” Hodges said.
“Interline with Vistara has given us great connections from
Mumbai and New Delhi. It’s however not very simple. Lots of
commercial considerations and decisions will have to be made
for this alliance.”
An interline agreement is typically signed between two or more
airlines to handle passengers when their itinerary involves
travelling on multiple airlines. Such agreements allow
passengers to change flights to one on another airline without
having to check-in again.
Interlining agreements differ from code-share agreements as
the latter usually refers to numbering a flight with the
airline’s code even though the flight is operated by another
airline.
Meanwhile, going ahead, Virgin Atlantic could look to operate
between cities other than New Delhi and Mumbai, and London as
the airline plans to tap the number of passengers traveling to
England and Europe from other Indian metros.
“I have spoken to a number of Indian airports, and this is an
interesting opportunity. There are also other high growth
cities across South and North India,” Hodges said. “Bangalore
is the next natural city we want to fly from in future, and
one that we are currently not flying from.”
Virgin Atlantic will operating its Boeing 787-9 (Dreamliner)
fleet between London and Mumbai. The airline currently
operates Airbus 330 aircraft on its London-Delhi route. The
airline hopes to also provide onward connections to
destinations in Europe, South America, North America and South
Africa from London for its passengers flying from India.
“Ultimately, we want to be able to compete with bigger

airlines like British Airways in terms of network and network
size,” Hodges added.
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After Posting Rs 4,600 crore
operating loss in 2018-19,
Air India Aims Operating
Profit This Fiscal
NEW DELHI:
Air India posted an operating loss of around Rs 4,600 crore in
the last financial year. The reasons attributed by its
management are :
– higher oil prices and
– foreign exchange losses
The debt-laden carrier expects to turn operationally
profitable in 2019-20, as per its senior officials.
Reflecting tough business conditions, the airline’s net loss
stood at about Rs 8,400 crore while total revenues touched
around Rs 26,400 crore in 2018-19.
Another senior official of Air India said the airline is
projected to post an operating profit of Rs 700 to 800 crore
in 2019-20, provided oil prices do not shoot up significantly
and there is no steep fluctuation in foreign exchange rates.
However, the airline incurred an operating loss of Rs 175 to

200 crore in the three months ended June as closure of
Pakistan airspace for Indian carriers resulted in higher costs
and caused a daily loss of Rs 3 to 4 crore when the
restrictions were in place, the official said.
Also Read: Air India Life Curve Sees the Lowest Trough, Will
it Ever Recover?
Air India had a loss of Rs 430 crore in the four-month period
when Pakistan closed its airspace after the Balakot air
strikes.
Last week, state-owned oil marketing companies (OMCs), led by
IndianOil, had stopped fuel supply to Air India at six —
Ranchi, Mohali, Patna, Vizag, Pune and Cochin — airports over
non-payment of dues.
The official noted that load factor and yields are improving
for Air India, which currently flies to 41 international and
72 domestic destinations. Load factor is a measure of seat
occupancy and yield refers to average fare paid per passenger.
The situation is anticipated to improve further as more widebody planes would be available for operations in the coming
months, the official added. Air India had grounded several of
its wide-body aircraft for maintenance and most of them are in
the process of being re-inducted into the fleet.
Air India is to start flying to Toronto from September 27 and
to Nairobi in November.
The airline has a debt burden of more than Rs 58,000 crore and
servicing the loans is a major challenge as the annual outgo
is more than Rs 4,000 crore.
The official who was quoted first said the carrier is facing a
financial crisis and disinvestment is the option.
Aviation consultancy CAPA South Asia CEO and Director Kapil
Kaul said Air India’s financial position is likely to

“significantly improve” in the current financial year.
“CAPA expects a closer to break-even in FY 20 excluding
increased costs incurred due to closure of Pakistan airspace.
With oil prices expected to stay below USD 60, expect a closer
to break-even for Air India in FY 20,” he told PTI.
Noting that improved financial performance would be a positive
for divestment, Kaul said a fully divested Air India that is
well capitalised and with improved governance and management
would ensure that the airline has a relevant future.
India needs a stronger Air India which is viable without
taxpayers’ support, he added.
The government has decided on disinvestment of Air India as
part of efforts to revive its fortunes. Air India, which has
been in the red for long, was sanctioned a nearly Rs 30,000
crore bailout package for a 10-year period by the UPA regime
in 2012.
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